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and Dominic Lofaro. "Using Fiction to Evaluate Expository Text." Reading Exploration and Discovery (Fall 1983): N. pag.


--------- and Ira Epstein. College Students' Self-Perceptions on Factors Which Have Influenced Their Reading Ability. ERIC, 1982. ED 213 003.


---------. "Literacy and the Adult Student: Good Old, Bad Old Ways." Journal of Reading Nov. 1975: N. pag.
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---------. "The Community College Mission: Access or Anarchy?" Community Review Forthcoming.

---------. "Community College Students: Active Learning Appreciated." DEA News (Summer 1979): N. pag.

RHEUBAN, JOYCE


---------. trans. "In a Year of 13 Moons." October By R. W. Fassbinder. 21 ( Summer 1982): N. pag. Translation from German Film Script.

and Jan Christoph Harak, trans. "The Body's Shadow Realm." By Gertrud Koch. October 50
(Fall 1989): N. pag.


"Secret Life: New Films by Hamburg Filmmakers." Millennium Film Journal 13 (Fall/

The Marriage of Maria Braun: R. W. Fassbinder, Director. New Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers

"Josef von Sternberg: The Scientist and the Vamp." Sight and Sound 42.1 (Winter 1972-73):
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----------. Teaching Note on Century of the Wind by Eduardo Galeano. Radical Teacher [1990]: Forthcoming.

----------. Teaching Note on One Day of Life by Manlio Argueta. Radical Teacher [1990]: Forthcoming.
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----------. Speedwriting for the Legal Secretary. Indianapolis, IN: Bobb-Merrill, 1979.
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"Questions on Basic Skills for the Writing Teacher." College Composition and Communication Dec. 1977: N. pag.

"Preparing the Teacher of Writing." Journal of Basic Writing (Spring/Summer 1981): N. pag.


"Developing A Staff Development Program." Clarion June 1981: N. pag.


Basic Skills Programs at the City University of New York: Writing. New York: Instructional Resource Center, CUNY, 1981.
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